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To all whom, it may concern: 
Be it known that we, CHARLEs I. MINKOFF 

and Louis KRONTHAL, citizens of the United 
States, and residents of the city of New 

5 York, borough of Manhattan, in the county 
and State of New York, have invented a 
new and Improved Adjustable Hat or Cap, 
of which the following is a full, clear, and exact description. 
Our invention relates generally to wear. 

ing apparel, and more particularly to an 
adjustable hat or cap having a band of 
peculiar construction whereby it is adapt 
ed to be worn by people with different sized 

15 heads. O 

The object of our invention is to provide 
an adjustable hat or cap of new and im 
proved construction having the band so 
made that it will tightly fit the heads of 

20 different people or of people who ordinarily 
require hats or caps of different sizes, there 
by providing an article of a single design, 
a cap or hat, which does away with the ne 
cessity of several sizes. 
A further object of our invention is to 

provide an adjustable band for hats or caps 
constructed and arranged so that the band 
may be lengthened or shortened, thereby 
adapting it to the heads of persons requir 

30 ing hats or caps of different sizes. 
Reference is to be had to the accompany 

ing drawings, forming a part of this speci 
fication, in which similar characters of ref 
erence denote corresponding parts in all the 

35 views, and in which 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of one form 

of cap embodying our invention; Fig. 2 is 
a partial side view of the interior of one 
side of the band; Fig. 3 is a horizontal sec 

40 El view showing the construction of the 
band. 

Referring particularly to the figures, the 
band 1 is of a single length of material, one 
end thereof, as 2, being connected to one end 

45 of an elastic member, such as a piece of rub 
ber 3, the other end 4 of the rubber or elastic 
being secured at a suitable point to the band 
1. The free end 5 of the band beyond the 
point where it is connected to the end 4 of 

50 the rubber is continued around the outside 
in order to cover the rubber or band 3 and 
the point 6 of this end portion is suitably 
attached to one end of another piece of elas 
tic material 7 which is secured at its other 

55 end to the outside of the band 1 in any 
suitable manner such as a button 8. 

O 

25 

In order to properly position the free end 
5 of the band relatively to the major por 
tion 1 a suitable strap 9 is provided which 
is secured to the band 1, the end portion 5 
passing under the strap as shown particu larly in Fig. 1. 

80 

In the drawings we have shown our band 
attached to a cap generally worn by bakers, 
but, of course, it is obvious that the band 
may be applied to any hat or cap without 
departing from the invention. . 
In Fig. 3 we have shown a slightly modi 

fied form of construction in that the band 1 
is provided with a plurality of elastic mem 

| bers 3 and 10; the second piece 10 may be 
positioned thereon at any suitable point but 
preferably will be at a point opposite to 
that of the member 3. This second elastic 
member 10 may be arranged in a manner. 
similar to the member 3, that is, the one end 
portion of the band 1 adjacent this member 
may be continued on around opposite to the 
band 1, and secured thereto in a manner 
similar to that adjacent the elastic member 
3. Such a construction is, in fact, a dou 
ble elastic band and is particularly well 
adapted to caps having peaks thereon so 
that these free ends may be positioned on 
opposite sides of the peak, thereby render 
ing each side of the cap uniform. . . 
The material of which the different parts 

of the hat or cap are made is not of im 
portance as the inventive idea may be ap 
plied to hats or caps used for different pur 
poses without departing from the spirit of 
the invention. o 

The elastic member may be connected di 
rectly to the end portions of the hat or cap 
band, in which case it is unnecessary to have 
one end of the band lying outside of another 
portion of the band, and, in which case, it 
would also be possible to do away with the 
elastic material 7 and the button 8. As a 
matter of fact the band may contain a plu 
rality. of elastic portions or pieces of rub 
ber suitably positioned there-around in 
order to arrive at an article which falls 
within the spirit of the invention, it being 
unnecessary to provide the particular con 
struction shown in the drawings. 
Having thus described our invention, we 

claim as new, and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent:- 
An adjustable band for caps or hats hav 

ing an elastic member attached to one end 
thereof, the other end of the said member 
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being secured to an intermediate portion of names to this specification in the presence of 
the t end portion of SE band be. two subscribing witnesses. 

... yond the said point of intermediate connec 
tion being continued along and outside of SAFESENSOFFo 

5 the opposite end portion of the band, to- - - 
gether with means for elastically securing Witnesses: 
the said end of the band in position. PHILLIP D. RoLLHAUs, 
In testimony whereof we have signed our LAURENCE J. GALLAGHER. 


